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Innovation

In the last years we have recognized that more and more production
companies request shorter delivery times than previously experienced
in our industry.

Industry trend: 
Shorter Lead Times Victor Gloor, ACUTRONIC Switzerland

This trend must be seen as a transforma-

tion within the corporate world, thus shift-

ing a purchase decision to the “edge” of tim-

ing. “Financial Engineering”, “Supply Chain

Management” and “Total-Cost-of-Owner-

ship” are just a few key words that have be-

come common today. Often a purchase de-

cision is coupled to a bigger contract on our

customer’s side from their customers and

the test equipment is just a small but criti-

cal part of the big picture. In such a situa-

tion short lead times can be a real advan-

tage for the customer and the main reason

for the purchase decision.

How is ACUTRONIC Switzerland reacting

to this new set of rules?

Network

ACUTRONIC has built a network of reliable

subcontractors. These companies are pro-

ducing high quality components according

to our drawings and technical specifications

on time. A tight monitoring system is ensur-

ing quality and performance.

Production series of stands and gimbals for Two-Axis Simulators

Organization

Our ISO-based process-oriented organiza-

tion is another essential tool that permits

us to reserve the necessary capacity at the

right time with our subcontractors.

Enterprise-Resource-Planning-

System (ERP)

ACUTRONIC is maintaining a very detailed

offer databank, which delivers a booking

forecast for 12 to 18 months. Potential jobs

with working hours, as well as delivery

times for material, are processed with ex-

isting jobs in using ERP. The ERP is made

for the whole company and as a result we

get the shortest lead-time for new jobs and

can predict the corresponding necessary

capacity. With this information our project

managers can make the right decision and

provide additional resources well in ad-

vance.With the Booking-Forecast and ERP-

System we have created a tool to be in a

position to organize our subcontractors well

in advance and to purchase the necessary

equipment even in reasonable batches (the

picture above shows a batch of Two-Axis

Simulators during production, based on the

forecast information from the ERP).

As a producer of customized sys-

tems we strive hard to design and manu-

facture according to the customers’ specifi-

cations, but still deliver within truly short

lead times. ]
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